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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Ossian Opera House was built in 1893- It is of frame construction, with
front gable orientation on the community's main street. The exterior is sheathed
with narrow coapboards, with scalloped shingling in the front gable end. The
principal feature is a slightly projecting two-story center frontispiece,
which has its own pedimented gable end, complete with a denticular cornice
with end brackets, and a small lunette window in the tympanum of the pediment.
The main entrance is recessed within a wide round arch, which is flanked by
smaller, round-arched doorways. Across the frontispiece is a one-story, flat
roofed porch, which is supported on simple chamfered posts with slender, curved
brackets. The second story of the frontispiece features a bank of four tall,
narrow windows, the two in the center paired, which are framed with flat surrounds.
Windows elsewhere (paired on either side of the frontispiece, and in many cases
boarded over on the side walls) are double hung sash in flat surrounds with narrow
cornices. There is a single tall brick chimney near the roof edge on the east
side. The only exterior alterations are the covered windows and uniform use
of white paint (the shingled gable end was once a dark color).
The entrance opens into a short center hallway, flanked by small rooms. The
bulk of the first floor interior is taken up by an auditorium, with a restroom and
a kitchen wrapped around the rear of the stage area. There are meeting rooms
on the second floor. Following the purchase of the building by the Knights of
Columbus in 1956, the ( original balcony was extended to form the second floor
meeting rooms, and the stage was removed, making this section level with the
rest of the ground floor. The kitchen.was installed at this time.
According to.a local informant, the building has seen continuous use since its
construction, because it is the only building in the community that can accommodate
a c rowd.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Ossian Opera House is a well preserved example of a small town opera house from
the late 19th century. The building is we 11-conceived and pleasing as a work of
architecture, and successfully expressive of its purpose as a place of public
gathering.
The opera house "movement" of c. 1870-1930 brought auditoria and halls to numerous
small cities and towns throughout Iowa. The results of a preliminary survey of
Iowa opera houses conducted by the Division of Historic Preservation in 1978 indicate
that this once ubiquitous building type (roughly estimated, there may have been some
350 opera houses and theaters in Iowa at the turn of the century) is fast becoming
a rarity. Opera houses were particularly vulnerable to fires and became obsolete
quickly when the cinema and television emerged in the mid 20th century as the
staple form of entertainment for the American public. The second floor auditoria
of many of the earlier houses are seen as offenses by modern building codes, and this
has often precluded their continued use as theaters or meeting halIs. - With this
in mind, the Division has decided to proceed with nominations of obvious candidates
to the Register, while awaiting the final results of the survey.
The smaller opera houses were generally a mixed-use type of building, with commercial
space on the ground floor and the auditorium above on the second floor (and possibly
a balcony or mezzanine expressed on the exterior as a third story). In the absence
of an inscription, such a building would often be unrecognizable as an opera house,
the only indication being perhaps its decorative elaboration or its street-corner
location. For a town the size of Ossian (with a population of 638 in 1895 and
850 today) a single-use type of building, such as this opera house, may be seen as
somewhat unusual. More often, single-use opera houses were built in the larger
cities, where support for their services was clearly guaranteed.
The building is unmistakeable as an opera house, an aspect which contributes to
its significance. The three-part (near Palladian) facade, with its central frontispiece and flanking side wings, is a traditional indication of a basilican interior and may be read in a general way as suggestive of a large, monumental interior
space. The repetition of windows on the second story of the frontispiece and the triple
entrance below may be seen as a reflection of the loggia-type opera house, which
emerged in the 19th century as the standard type (represented, for example, by the
Paris and Vienna Operas).
See continuation sheet
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The Ossian Opera House was erected in 1893 by the Ossian Hall Company, organized
locally and incorporated the same year. No architect has been identified; the
building was certainly built by a local contractor. The hall could accommodate
350 people (the seats were not fixed), and over the years has seen a great
variety of events -- traveling professional productions, local plays and
concerts, dances, athletic events, political meetings and school functions.
The Knights of C61umbus remodelled the interior extensively (see description).
The exterior, however, remains untouched and the building still possesses
in large measure its historic integrity and architectural charm.
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